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MindfulChoice™



There is  a path to better

decision-making to better your

life and it only takes four steps.
 

Step 1: Recognition

Step 2: Awareness

Step 3: Choice

Step 4: Self-Assessment

 

MindfulChoice™ is a transformative method that

upgrades your power of thought. Through a

sequential set of steps that involve mindful

thinking, clarifying binary options, choosing the

option that will bring you closer to your

destination, and evaluating your process of

decision-making, MindfulChoice™ can open up

possibilities never seen before.

 

The more you utilize the MindfulChoice™ method,

the faster and more natural it becomes. Practicing

MindfulChoice™ routinely in your everyday life will

magnify its impact. Once it is your preferred way of

thinking, it will only take a half second for you to

evaluate your situation and make an optimal

decision for your future.
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The MindfulChoice™ Four-Step Approach



Step 1: Recognition
 

MindfulChoice™ starts with Recognition and the

perception of two parameters:

 

1. The detection of an occurrence that must be
addressed and whose outcome might bear positive
results or negative consequences, depending on one’s
choice.

 

2. Identifying the similarity or difference with past

experiences. Past events inform us of potential future

events. By recognizing the patterns that are parallel

we can anticipate the course of an occurrence.

 

Recognition involves full attentiveness and the

absence of impulsivity. One must be alert and

prepared to confront any circumstance and not be

distracted by “noise” – any unwanted stimuli that

impinges on our full attention and diverts us to

peripheral issues.
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The MindfulChoice™ Four-Step Approach
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Step 2: Awareness
 

After you recognize the situation, the next step is

Awareness.

 

In this step, you focus your attention and think

mindfully about the situation, about the choices you

can make, about your own capabilities and state of

mind, and about the consequences that may ensue

from each choice. 

 

Analyze all of the data you’ve gathered so you know as

much about it as you can. Now consider the different

courses of action you might take and establish what

resources you have available for managing the

dilemma.  In so doing, you identify the paths you will

travel, depending on your choice. 

 

In every circumstance, knowing yourself is part of

awareness. You have to appreciate your own traits and

have an accurate picture of your own cognitive and

physical capabilities in order to be really aware.

 

 

The MindfulChoice™ Four-Step Approach
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MindFulChoice™ focuses on knowing when and how

to respond to what’s happening, instead of focusing on

potential consequences.

 

When you concentrate on how to respond in the

present, you end up with choices, ranked from best to

worst. 

 

When you concentrate on consequences, you end up

with Tunnel Vision Effect and panic.

 

 

The MindfulChoice™ Four-Step Approach
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Step 3: Choice
 

Awareness is followed by Choice. 

 

When making a MindfulChoice™ decision, you should

always be exploring binary choices.

 

Binary choices are choices that have two options –

either/or. You can sit or stand, stay or go, do or do not.

Those are examples of binary choices.

 

Biases, a negative outlook, impulsivity, or inattention

can convince you that you only have one option,

misleading you into simply reacting and skipping the

first two steps of the process. Don’t believe it! There is

always an alternative - no matter how obvious the

”correct” choice seems to be.

 

Of course, to make the best choice you have to know

where you’re headed – i.e., your “destination”.

MindfulChoice™ utilizes Backward Design: 

“Beginning with the end in mind”. 

Before you make a choice, you first decide on your

goal(s). That way, you know when you’ve achieved

success.

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

The MindfulChoice™ Four-Step Approach



 
 

MindfulChoice™ also encourages you to respect and

esteem reason over emotion. Rather than simply

pursuing immediately rewarding feelings, you can

give primacy to the most satisfying result of all –

achieving one’s long-term life goals.  

 

MindfulChoice™ instills an attitude that lets you

make the best possible choices and get the most

positive results. By choosing to acquire a

MindfulChoice™ attitude, you choose not to rely on

automatic reflexes and mindless habits in your

decision-making. You gain a tool that helps you field

intrusive emotions in a genuinely constructive

manner.
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The MindfulChoice™ Four-Step Approach



Step 4: Self-Assessment
 

Self-Assessment isn’t about evaluating how well your

choice worked out. When you make any individual

choice, many elements come into play. 

 

In the real world, unexpected things happen that don’t

necessarily have anything to do with how good your

choice was, and yet it still affects outcome just the

same. 

 

The process of making the decision is what is judged in

the “Self-Assessment” step of MindfulChoice™.This

method is a better way of judging decision-making. It’s

consistent, and since decisions made through a good

process have a better probability, in the long term, of

turning out well. This is why Self-Assessment focuses

on process rather than outcome.

 

By figuring out how well the process worked, you can

increase your chances of making good choices in the

future.
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The MindfulChoice™ Four-Step Approach



What is

MindfulChoice™!

 
MindfulChoice™ is a new

psychological approach to

making positive changes by

focusing on how people make

decisions. 

 

It can be used as a way to

prepare a person for therapy, a

therapy method, or even as a

self-help method.

 

Rather than trying to achieve

insight or solve one’s underlying

issues, we concentrate on

helping a person reach his/her

optimal level of functioning.

 



In MindfulChoice™, the focus of intervention is not on

“Why”, but on “What?”

 

We are not fixed on why an individual is engaging in

harmful or self-defeating behavior. A MindfulChoice™

therapist would explore in depth what the behavior

was all about, the function of the behavior, and the

thought process used to maintain it. We then pursue

finding strategies to change or stop that behavior. 

 

As the name suggests, the strategy is in how a person

makes choices. In the paradigm of MindfulChoice™,

the time a person takes to make a decision is vital to

his or her behavior.

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/kUI045SPQcY



 

Time is a critical feature of the MindfulChoice™

model. Under optimal conditions it only takes

approximately 540 milliseconds to go from

recognition to choice and engagement in action. In

that period of time it is possible to evaluate a

situation, mobilize the attentional system and

identify solutions, and choose one to execute.

However, the two biggest pitfalls to this process are

impulsivity and inattention. 

 

Inattention involves neglecting factors in the

environment that are relevant to the decision. If a

person is confronted with a decision—say, whether or

not to slow down at a yellow light— he or she might

neglect to check if any cars on the cross street are

already pulling out, or not notice a police cruiser

parked nearby. 

 

Impulsivity comes into the decision-making process

after information has been collected and can make a

person skip steps, not fully consider their options,

and make a hasty decision.

 

 

 

 

 

The MindfulChoice™ Model:
540 milliseconds Model of Decision-Making
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In the yellow light scenario, you could show

impulsivity by deciding intellectually that you’re in a

rush, without thinking about your attitudes toward

safety or the rules, or by simply panicking and then

pressingdown on the gas without considering your

options at all. 

 

In extreme cases, a fight-or-flight-or-freeze reaction

to something that a person fears might cause this

kind of reaction as well. 

 

In MindfulChoice™, the two mechanisms that disrupt

decision-making are known as the “impulsivity

bypass” and the “inattention bypass”, since they both

short circuit the full utilization of the attentional

system.
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The MindfulChoice™ method provides the tools for

maintaining proper focus and eliminating the errors of

impulsivity and inattention



The Difference between Being 

Mindful and Mindfulness

“Mindfulness” has become a very popular idea in

the last twenty-five years, both in and out of

psychology. Simply put, mindfulness is a mental

state that you achieve by focusing all your mental

perceptions and awareness on the events in the

present moment in time, while accepting your

feelings and thoughts. 

 

You could also think of it as a state of being. 

 

“Mindfulness is an Eastern concept. It is a noun.

Mindfulness-based stress-reduction programs and

mindfulness-based cognitive therapy have gained

a wide following.

 

 

Whi le  mindfu lness  i s  a  des i rab le  s ta te  to

ach ieve ,  i t  has  noth ing  to  do  with

Mindfu lCho ice™ .
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“Mindful” is not a thing, it is a descriptor. To be

mindful is to be aware, attentive and careful. 

 

As defined by MindfulChoice™, being mindful is

an active process in which you are aware of

everything in a situation that is relevant, so that

you can consciously focus on the most important

matter at hand.When you are being mindful in

this way you focus on your own body and mind,

the time and place you are in, yourself as well as

others, the options you have and the

consequences each choice presents. You

distinguish those aspects of your situation that

are urgent and important from those that are

only important. 

 

This is the definition of “mindful” used in

MindfulChoice™: It is about being “tuned in”,

viewing the whole of your experience and moving

in whatever direction you choose.
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When you use MindfulChoice™, you focus on what

happened, rather than on why it happened. 

 

Asking “What?” gives you solid data, while “Why?” gives

you only subjective judgements. 

 

By asking “What?” you get information about the impact

of the problem that can help you generate possible

solutions.MindfulChoice™ is not meant to treat

underlying causes; it’s focused on changing behavior.

 

It can help you expand your perspective and perceive the

world more fully so that you can look at yourself and

what you do in new ways, and even see possibilities you

may not have seen before.

 

MindfulChoice™ is a method for making changes,

overcoming resistance, and living in a mindful way, by

using the 3-T rule: 

 

“THINK THINGS THROUGH” FOR A QUARTER OF A

SECOND BEFORE REACTING.
 

 

Wh a t  D i s t i n g u i s h e s  M i n d f u l C h o i c e ™

f r o m  O t h e r  M e t h o d s
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Research shows that impulsivity and inattention are at

the root of most problems in the way we live our lives..

 

MindfulChoice™ is designed to help you minimize the

impact they have on your decisions and behavior. 

 

MindfulChoice™ can help you avoid uncontrolled anger,

mishandled relationship problems, procrastination,

forgetfulness, excessive risk-taking and poor time

management.

Please check out our website at 

https://www.mindfocused coaching.com 
and 

contact us at your earliest convenience for more information about our products and services.



Soon after using the MFC Coaching tools, Carmelita acquired
a resolute, can-do, positive attitude that enabled her to
achieve academic successes all the way to a Ph.D. She now
enjoys a robust professional life and is pursuing possibilities
she never saw before.

MfC Online Skills Course

Wholistic Mind and Body Video

https://youtu.be/GytxEOZyvgk

https://youtu.be/OuUQS9-IHfY

https://youtu.be/Ov3ErtWCBbo
Testimonial
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